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Semiconductor microstructures can be used to tailor the dispersion
properties of surface plasmon polaritons in the terahertz (THz) frequency range, and therefore can be used as important building
blocks for terahertz optical devices. The physical principles of three
structures are discussed: plasmonic second-order gratings, designer
(spoof) surface plasmon polariton structures, and channel polariton
structures. The effectiveness of these structures is demonstrated by utilising them to improve power throughput and to reduce the beam divergence of edge-emitting THz quantum cascade lasers. Plasmonics
promises compact and low-loss solutions for manipulating light at
THz wavelengths, and will have a large impact on applications such
as imaging, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), and the heterodyne
detection of chemicals.

Introduction: Plasmonics involves manipulation of surface plasmon
polaritons (SPPs), which are collective oscillations of electrons on the
surface of a metal interacting with electromagnetic ﬁelds [1 –6].
Localised SPPs generate signiﬁcantly enhanced optical near ﬁelds
when light is scattered by small metallic particles, a problem systematically treated by Mie in 1908 [7]. SPPs also exist on a planar interface
between a metal and a dielectric as electron density waves coupled to
electromagnetic waves. In 1907, Zenneck studied a similar problem:
the propagation of radio waves on the surface of the Earth [8].
In contrast to conventional optical components, plasmonic structures
can manipulate light at a subwavelength scale. This is due to the large
spatial frequency components associated with metallic structures with
subwavelength-sharp features. SPPs have been intensively studied in
the last two decades, but the focus has been primarily on the visible
and near-infrared regimes [4– 6]. In dealing with terahertz (THz) or
even lower frequency radiation, the following question arises: are
there ‘real’ surface plasmons at such long wavelengths? By ‘real’ we
mean having the key property of strong (i.e. subwavelength) conﬁnement typical of surface plasmons at visible and near-infrared
frequencies.
It is known that the in-plane wavevector of SPPs on a planar interface
is [1– 6]

b(v) = ko 1d 1m (v)/(1d + 1m (v))
(1)
where 1d and 1m are, respectively, the complex permittivity of the dielectric and metal deﬁning the interface, and ko is the vacuum wavevector.
While 1d is, in general, weakly dependent on v away from the restrahlen
bands, 1m is strongly dispersive. As such, the in-plane wavevector b
√
departs from ko 1d as v increases and the deviation reaches a
maximum when the real part of 1m is negative and has an absolute
value equal to 1d (i.e. the absolute value of the denominator in (1) is
minimised). The frequency at which this condition is satisﬁed is
called the asymptotic SPP frequency; it is usually in the visible or ultraviolet for common metals such as Au, Ag, Cu, Al, etc. At THz frequencies, however, the real part of 1m is at least two to three orders of
magnitude greater than that of 1d so that the SPP dispersion curve is
√
well approximated by the light line: b(v) ≃ ko 1d . As a result, the
out-of-plane wavevector (i.e. the decay rate normal to the interface)

|k| = b2 − ko2 1d
(2)
is very small, corresponding to poorly conﬁned surface waves, known as
Sommerfeld or Zenneck waves [8– 10]. In this regard, there are no
surface plasmons in the real sense at THz frequencies. Note that in
this Letter we identify two regimes of SPPs: ‘surface plasmons’ refer
to SPPs near the asymptote of the dispersion curve, while ‘Zenneck
waves’ correspond to SPPs at the low-frequency end of the dispersion
curve.
Engineering dispersion of THz surface waves using plasmonics: The
above picture is changed completely by microstructuring the metallic
surfaces. The simplest example is a metallic surface patterned with a
Bragg grating with periodicity L. Like electron waves interacting with
a periodic potential or light waves interacting with a photonic crystal,
SPPs with certain frequencies experience strong Bragg reﬂections
from the grating so that they are forbidden to propagate [11 – 14]. In

the dispersion diagram, small bandgaps open up in the vicinity of
b = mp/L, m being an integer. Assuming we operate in a region
close to one of these bandgaps where b deviates from the light line
(Fig. 1), the conﬁnement of SPPs, according to (2), will be signiﬁcantly
improved and we recover the surface plasmon regime. We will see later
that plasmonic collimators based on b ≃ 2p/L (i.e. second-order
gratings) can successfully shape the output of THz quantum cascade
lasers (QCLs).
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Fig. 1 Schematic dispersion curve of SPPs on metallic surface sculpted with
second-order grating (solid line)
Grey line: operating frequency; black dotted line: light line; black dashed line:
boundary of ﬁrst Brillouin zone

To what degree can one engineer the dispersion properties of SPPs?
The asymptotic SPP frequency seems to be intrinsically determined
by the materials’ properties: by inserting a simpliﬁed Drude model
1m = 1 − v2p /v2 in the formula Real(1m ) = −1d , one obtains
√
the asymptotic SPP frequency vsp = vp / 1 + 1d , where vp =

Ne2 /(10 m∗ ) is the bulk plasma frequency; e, m∗ , and N are the
elementary charge, the effective mass, and the density of the electrons,
respectively. The expression for vp implies that the asymptotic SPP frequency can be tuned through changing N. One such approach is to, for
example, use doped semiconductors, the carrier concentrations of which
are much lower than those in metals and can be tuned by adjusting temperature or by other means [14– 17].
A completely different method to engineer the SPP dispersion is to
sculpt subwavelength features on metallic surfaces. It works by introducing localised electromagnetic modes strongly interacting with a structured surface, which signiﬁcantly slows down the group velocity of
SPPs and brings the asymptotic SPP frequency into the THz frequency
range. Such microstructured surfaces are called designer plasmonic
structures or ‘spoof’ SPP structures, as introduced by Pendry, MartínMoreno, and García-Vidal [18, 19] and observed on structured metals
at THz frequencies [20]. Interestingly, such structures were studied in
the context of microwaves as early as the 1950s [21, 22] but have
been largely unknown to the optics community.
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Fig. 2 Physics of spoof SPPs
a Geometry of spoof SPP structure and schematic electric-ﬁeld distribution
b Schematic dispersion diagram for THz spoof SPPs on corrugated surface of
perfect electric conductor

Consider an array of grooves with subwavelength periodicity, p,
sculpted on the surface of a perfect electric conductor; see Fig. 2a.
The asymptotic frequency is given by [19]

vsp = pc/2d

(3)

where d is the groove depth, and c the velocity of light in vacuum.
Physically, (3) (or equivalently d = lo /4) corresponds to the ﬁrstorder standing wave along the depth of the grooves: the phase accumulated during a roundtrip of the groove cavity mode is 2p (the wavevector
times 2d contributes p, while the other p originates from reﬂection of
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the mode at the bottom of the grooves). An alternative way to understand
(3) is to treat each groove as a waveguide shorted at the end. According
to transmission line theory, the input impedance of such a terminated
waveguide is [23]

h = iho tan(ko d)

(4)

where d, the groove depth, is now the length of the waveguide, and ho 
377 V is the free-space impedance. Equation (4) predicts that the impedance will be purely resistive if d = lo /4, while it will be inductive
(capacitive) if d , lo /4(d . lo /4). Resistive impedance means that
current and voltage are in phase and therefore net power will ﬂow into
the grooves and ﬁnally be dissipated through absorption. Physically,
the accumulation of energy in the cavity grooves for v near the asymptotic frequency vsp is the reason for the small group velocity.
Another type of spoof SPP structures comprises square indentations
of side a arranged on a d × d lattice sculpted on a metallic surface.
The asymptote of the SPP dispersion is given by [18]

vsp = pc/a
corresponding to the cutoff frequency of a square metallic waveguide of
width a. Physically, SPPs with frequencies higher than pc/a will
couple into the waveguide modes.
Since vsp is not directly associated with the optical properties of the
interface, as in the case of conventional SPPs, one can engineer the
spoof SPP dispersion curve and obtain a sizeable deviation between
the curve and the light line at the THz frequency of interest, i.e.
b(vTHz ) . ko (vTHz ) [18– 20]; see Fig. 2b. As a result, the out-ofplane wavevector k(vTHz ) can be large, corresponding to conﬁned
SPPs with a 1/e decay distance in the air normal to the interface
equal to 1/|k| [20].

THz QCLs have undergone rapid development recently and have signiﬁcant potential for applications in sensing, imaging, and heterodyne
detection of chemicals [24– 27]. THz QCLs with the lowest threshold
currents and the highest operating temperatures to date take advantage
of the high optical conﬁnement (near 100%) and heat removal properties
of a microstrip waveguide design, in which the laser active core, about
10 mm thick, is sandwiched between a metal strip and a ground metal
plane [28– 30]. However, this design leads to a large impedance mismatch between the waveguide and free-space modes, which gives rise
to inefﬁcient power out-coupling and poor beam quality [29, 30]. For
example, the power reﬂectivity of laser modes at the aperture is 80 –
90% [31], and the laser emission is extremely divergent with a divergence angle 1808 perpendicular to the semiconductor layers, which
represents a serious problem for efﬁcient power collection.
To address these problems, we ﬁrst adapted a design that is based on a
plasmonic second-order grating [32], see Fig. 3a. The collimator works
by coupling the waveguide laser mode to SPPs on the device facet and
using the grating to scatter their energy coherently into the far ﬁeld,
thereby overcoming the diffraction limit set by the subwavelength aperture of the original laser. This is essentially an antenna array effect. All
the grating grooves are sculpted directly into the GaAs facet using
focused-ion beam (FIB) milling. We take advantage of the fact that in
the THz regime GaAs is ‘metallic’ with the real part of its permittivity
being negative for carrier concentrations of n  1017 cm23 and higher.
The limited area of the facet allows only ﬁve grating grooves to be
deﬁned, see Fig. 3a. To enhance the interaction between the grating
and the SPPs on the facet, we used fairly large grating grooves (depth
and width 15 – 20% of lo) so that the energy of the SPPs can be scattered into the far ﬁeld as efﬁciently as possible. The effects of the
second-order grating on the dispersion of SPPs are best illustrated by
the improved SPP conﬁnement; compare Figs. 3b and c.

Application of plasmonics in THz laser collimation: We demonstrate
the power of THz plasmonics by addressing one of the key problems
in THz science and technology. We will show that collimators based
on plasmonic second-order gratings combined with designer plasmonic
structures can greatly improve the beam quality of THz QCLs.
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Fig. 3 Results for lo ¼ 100 mm THz QCL with second-order-grating collimator directly sculpted into GaAs facet
a SEM image of device facet
Laser waveguide 125 mm wide, 1.2 mm long on 450 mm-thick GaAs substrate (ndoped to 1.6 × 1018 cm23). Grating has groove width and depth of 18 mm and
14 mm, respectively, and has periodicity of 88 mm. Centre-to-centre distance
between laser aperture and nearest groove is 58 mm
b, c Simulated electric-ﬁeld distribution (|E|) of device with second-order-grating
collimator and of original device, respectively
d Red circles and black curve are measured and calculated vertical far-ﬁeld
emission of device, respectively
Insets: Calculated vertical far-ﬁeld emission of original (dotted curve) and collimated (solid curve) devices
e Light output and voltage against pump current (L-I-V ) characteristics and
temperature performances of device before (black) and after (red) deﬁning the
collimator
Details on experimental setup and detection technique provided in [32]

Fig. 4 Design of collimator consisting of second-order grating and spoof
SPP grooves
a Schematic of THz QCL integrated with collimator
b Cross-section of design for lo ¼ 94 mm device
Width of bottom and top of grooves, and their depth are labelled as b, t, d,
respectively. Period of spoof SPP grooves is 8 mm
c Black solid curve is dispersion diagram of Zenneck waves on planar semiconductor/air interface, which is very close to light line. Horizontal grey line indicates lasing frequency. Other curves are dispersion diagrams corresponding to
different sections of spoof SPP structures. Dashed curve: b/t/d ¼ 2/4/6 mm;
dotted curve: b/t/d ¼ 2/4/7 mm; dash-dotted curve: b/t/d ¼ 2/6/8 mm; dashdouble-dotted curve: b/t/d ¼ 2/4/11 mm.
d 1/e decay length of spoof SPP electric ﬁeld (|E|) normal to interface into air
against d.

The measured vertical far-ﬁeld emission proﬁle of the device shows a
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) divergence angle of 158, which
agrees reasonably well with simulation (Fig. 3d). Thanks to the
improved emission proﬁle, the collected power of the device increases
by a factor of 5 compared to the original unpatterned device at 80 K
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(Fig. 3e). However, there is a fairly large background outside the central
lobe, and this is due to the dominance of the direct emission from the
laser aperture over the secondary emissions from the grating grooves.
The latter are comparatively weak because of the inefﬁcient coupling
into the SPPs.
A greatly improved design involves adding spoof SPP grooves adjacent to the laser aperture and between the second-order grating grooves.
A schematic of such a design for a 3.19 THz (lo ¼ 94 mm) laser and
its cross-section are shown in Figs. 4a and b, respectively. Two colours
are used in the Figures to identify the second-order grating (pink) and
the spoof SPP grooves (blue).
At the aperture, the laser emits both directly into the far ﬁeld and into
SPPs on the device facet. In the original unpatterned device, both components have a wavevector close to ko. The wavevector of the laser waveguide mode is several times larger, neffko (neff  3.5 is the effective
mode index). A wavevector mismatch then exists at the aperture
between the laser waveguide mode, the SPP mode on the facet, and
the free space mode. In our collimator, the spoof SPP grooves adjacent
to the aperture increase the in-plane wavevector of the SPPs, reducing
the wavevector mismatch. More light is therefore coupled out from the
laser cavity and a larger percentage of it is channelled into the SPPs
on the facet instead of being directly emitted into the far ﬁeld. Most
importantly, all the spoof SPP grooves on the facet greatly increase the
conﬁnement of SPPs to the surface, thus improving the scattering efﬁciency of the second-order grating. Constructive interference between
the scattered waves and the direct emission from the laser aperture
gives rise to a low-divergence beam normal to the facet in the far ﬁeld.
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Fig. 4c shows that the in-plane wavevector increases by 25% for the
spoof SPP grooves adjacent to the laser aperture (dash-double-dotted
curve). The depth of the spoof SPP grooves was chosen to be in the
range 6 – 11 mm to provide sufﬁcient conﬁnement without introducing
large optical losses, which are mainly due to absorption in the plasmonic
medium and rise sharply as the groove depth increases [33]. Fig. 4d
shows that the conﬁnement of SPPs is improved to a few tens of micrometres, representing a reduction by approximately one order of magnitude compared to Zenneck waves on a planar interface (300 mm).
The simulated electric-ﬁeld distribution of the device is presented in
Fig. 5a. Waves scattered from the laser facet by the collimator are
clearly observed in the near and meso ﬁeld, and conﬁned spoof SPPs
can be seen on the facet. Simulations indicate that compared to the original unpatterned device, the power throughput of the collimated device
is increased by approximately 25%. In addition, it is estimated that about
half of the laser output is coupled into SPP modes while the remaining
half is emitted directly into the far ﬁeld. In contrast, for the device with
only the second-order grating, Fig. 3, the power coupled into SPPs is
merely 15%, while the remaining 85% is radiated directly into the far
ﬁeld.
Fig. 5b shows an SEM image of the facet of a fabricated device. The
collimator occupies a small footprint with dimensions 4lo × 4.5lo.
The central beam has vertical and lateral FWHM divergence angles of
118 and 198, respectively, in good agreement with the 3D fullwave simulation results; compare Figs. 5c and d. The optical background
has average intensity below 10% of the central lobe peak intensity
(Fig. 5e), owing to a more balanced direct emission from the aperture
and secondary emissions from the facet. The beam quality of our collimated device is better than or comparable to those obtained in THz
QCLs with higher-order gratings, photonic crystals, or mounted
micro-optical elements [34 – 39]. The small divergence beam emitted
from our device is compatible with the receiver front end of modern submillimetre heterodyne detection systems [40, 41].
The collected power of the collimated device increases by a factor of
4.5 compared to the original unpatterned device; see Fig. 5f. The
increase in power collection efﬁciency is 3.7 for the device with
only the second-order grating. This difference in measured power is
primarily a result of the increased total power throughput originating
from the reduced wavevector mismatch. Based on the far-ﬁeld measurements, the power in the main lobe of the collimated device is about two
times larger than that of the device with only the second-order grating.
The maximum operating temperature of the patterned device is 140 K,
the same as that of the original device. Fig. 5f shows that the lasing
threshold did not change after deﬁning the collimator.
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Fig. 5 Simulation and experimental results for collimator consisting of
second-order grating and spoof SPP structures
a Simulated electric ﬁeld distribution (|E|) of device
b SEM image of device facet
Device emits at lo ¼ 94 mm
c, d Measured and simulated emission patterns of device
e Vertical line-scans of (Fig. 5c) (circles) and (Fig. 5d) (solid curve) along ux ¼ 08
f L-I-V characteristics of device
Dotted, dashed, and solid curves are for unpatterned device, device with only
second-order grating and device with complete collimator, respectively
Inset: Spectrum of collimated device measured at I ¼ 2.5 A
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Fig. 6 Design and simulation for metasurface-based collimator
a Cross-section of design for lo ¼ 100 mm device
b Simulated electric ﬁeld distribution (|E|) of device

We can go one step further to create a collimator consisting entirely of
designer plasmonic structures by replacing the second-order grating in
the last device with deep spoof SPP grooves [32]; see Fig. 6a. This
seemingly minor change enables us to enter the metamaterial regime.
Metamaterials have progressed rapidly in recent years, and their underlying paradigm is the design of spatial variations of the magnitude and
sign of the refractive index so that the ‘optical space’ can be engineered
in an almost arbitrary way to control electromagnetic waves [42 –45].
Our design can be seen as an extension of the concept of metamaterials
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conﬁrm that the lateral divergence is roughly inversely proportional to
the width of the collimator pattern; see Fig. 8.
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to planar optics where the dispersion properties of SPPs are spatially tailored by structuring metallic surfaces. In this context ‘metasurfaces’ or
‘metaﬁlms’ have found interesting applications such as subwavelength
imaging [46], waveguiding [47, 48], phase masks [49], and the localisation [47, 48], conﬁnement [50], and slowing of light [51].
The schematic of a metasurface-based collimator is shown in Fig. 6a.
Spoof SPP grooves with different depths periodically modulate the dispersion of the SPPs on the device facet, effectively creating a secondorder grating that couples the energy of the SPPs into the far ﬁeld.
The shallow ‘light grey’ grooves contribute to SPP conﬁnement and
ﬁne tune the phase of the spoof SPPs to produce the maximum directivity. The ‘light grey’ grooves adjacent to the laser aperture help increase
device power throughput by coupling more laser output into spoof SPPs
on the facet. The fabricated device shows very similar performance as
the previous one; see Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Experimental results for lo ¼ 100 mm QCL with metasurface-based
collimator
a SEM image of device facet
Device has 1.2 mm-long, 150 mm-wide, 10 mm-thick waveguide
b, c Measured and simulated emission proﬁles of device
d Line-scans of (Fig. 7b) (red circles) and (Fig. 7c) (solid curve) along ux ¼ 08
e L-I-V characteristics of device
Dotted, dashed, and solid curves are for unpatterned device, device with only deep
spoof SPP grooves and device with complete structure, respectively

Reduction of beam divergence occurs in both the vertical and lateral
directions for the two devices presented above (Figs. 5 and 7). In the vertical direction, the collimation is explained by the antenna array effect. In
the lateral direction, the collimation is due to an increased effective emission area; the spoof SPP patterns were intentionally fabricated to be
much wider than the laser waveguide (see SEM images in Figs. 5b
and 7a), which helps spread SPPs laterally. Physically, laser emission
ﬁrst excites the central section of the spoof SPP grooves; the electric
ﬁeld built up across the walls of the grooves will then propagate along
the grooves in a way analogous to transverse electromagnetic (TEM)
waves travelling along coplanar strip transmission lines. Simulations

Our spoof SPP grooves, in a more strict sense, belong to channel
waveguides that have been studied extensively in recent years [52–
57]. Such waveguides support the so-called channel polaritons that propagate along the channel grooves and are well localised to the immediate
vicinity of the grooves. Such polariton modes have larger effective mode
index compared to SPPs on a planar interface. To calculate their dispersion properties, readers can refer to [52], which provides thorough
theoretical studies of channel polaritons based on Green’s second integral identity; in addition, [55– 58] describe an effective-index method
for semi-quantitative modelling of channel polaritons. We note that
the channel grooves in our devices are closely spaced and therefore
coupled, so calculating the properties of an isolated channel may not
properly explain the physics of our structures. In fact, this coupling
effect can be exploited to realise new functionalities; for example,
[59] shows that in an array of coupled aperiodic metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) waveguides, a guided mode is able to ‘hop’ from one waveguide
to the next, leading to deep-subwavelength focusing and steering of light.
Conclusion and perspective: In summary, we have demonstrated that
semiconductor microstructures can effectively tailor the dispersion properties of surface plasmon polaritons in the THz frequency range, and that
the performance of THz QCLs can be signiﬁcantly enhanced by monolithically integrating plasmonic structures on their facets.
Semiconductors are ideal media for THz plasmonics. First, owing to
smaller carrier densities, the plasma frequency is much lower in semiconductors compared to that of metals. As a result, in the THz frequency
range the conﬁnement of SPPs to planar interfaces is largely improved,
from typically centimetres for metals to a few hundred micrometres for
semiconductors. Secondly, doped semiconductors offer great versatility
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because their optical properties (e.g. permittivity, anisotropy) can be
tuned by applying optical excitation, electrical potentials [15, 60], or
magnetic ﬁelds [1, 16, 17], or by controlling the temperature [14, 17].
Functional THz systems can be built by exploiting the unique characteristics of semiconductors and the low-loss properties of metals in this
frequency range. For example, we envision creating reconﬁgurable semiconductor switches, ﬁlters, and beam splitters for THz light, impedance
adaptors based on spoof SPP structures, compact waveguide networks
based on channel polaritons, sensors that bring THz SPPs in close
contact with analytes, and tunable antennas or antenna arrays that facilitate communications between devices and free space.
Last but not least, though not a primary focus of this Letter, plasmonic
devices capable of concentrating THz light into subwavelength spots
will provide a wealth of possibilities to THz science and technology.
There have been a few proposals and experimental demonstrations in
this direction, employing plasmonic structures such as tapered metal
wires [61], tapered coaxial [62] or parallel-plate [63] waveguides, and
corrugated metal wires [64]. These structures will be of vital importance
for THz high resolution imaging or spectroscopy and for exploring nonlinear THz effects.
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